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EWB/ECT66

25

600 
600 
850

EWB/ECT765

28

600 
650 
850

EWB/ECT77

31

600 
700 
850

EWB/ECT96

33

900 
600 
850

EWB/ECT965

36

900 
650 
850

EWB/ECT97

39

900 
700 
850

EWB/ECT126

40

1200 
600 
850

EWB/ECT1265

43

1200 
650 
850

EWB/ECT127

46

1200 
700 
850

EWB/ECT156

25

1500 
600 
850

EWB/ECT1565

28

1500 
650 
850

EWB/ECT157

31

1500 
700 
850

EWB/ECT186

33

1800 
600 
850

EWB/ECT1865

36

1800 
650 
850

EWB/ECT187

39

1800 
700 
850

EWB/ECT216

40

2100 
600 
850

EWB/ECT2165

43

2100 
650 
850

EWB/ECT217

46

2100 
700 
850

EWB/ECT246

40

2400 
600 
850

EWB/ECT2465

43

2400 
650 
850

EWB/ECT247

46

2400 
700 
850

 

MODEL

Weight kg 

Length mm   

Depth mm 

Height mm

MODEL

Weight kg 

Length mm   

Depth mm 

Height mm

MODEL

Weight kg 

Length mm   

Depth mm 

Height mm

Accessories
Gastronorm drawer units are manufactured from stainless steel and supplied with a gastronorm 1/1 size stainless steel or  
polyproylene lift out pan. Light duty drawer units are all stainless steel. Price shown in pricelist includes fitting to the unit.   

GDS1 Gastronorm drawer (fitted)  
 complete with lift out stainless   
 steel pan. (For banks of 2,3, or  
 4 drawers add the appropriate   
 number to the code i.e GDS4)
 
GDP1 Gastronorm drawer (fitted) 
 complete with lift out polypropylene  
 pan. (For banks of 2,3, or 4 drawers  
 add the appropriate number to the  
 code i.e GDP4)

GDC1 Gastronorm drawer (fitted) 
 complete with adaptor and lift out  
 grey plastic 4 section cutlery box.   
 (For banks of 2,3, or 4 drawers add  
 the appropriate number to the   
 code i.e GDP4)

DRL Drawer Lock for Gastronorm   
 drawer range.
 
LDD Light duty drawer (fitted)

BRL Bank of runners left
BRR Bank of runners right
BRC Bank of runners centre
 
EU/P Extra upstand left or right  
 No extra cost.

Step/E Drop section to top-to one end 
 left or right 
Step/M Drop section to top-to the middle
 
BCC Corner mitre/chamfer

BCM1 Corner cut out not big enough  
 to affect understructure (up to  
 100mm deep)(600mm and 650  
 deep wall benches)
BCM1A Corner cut out not big enough  
 to affect understructure(up to  
 150mm deep)(700mm deep wall  
 benches only) 

BCM2 Corner cut out that will affect the  
 understructure(over 100mm  
 deep)(600mm and 650mm deep  
 wall benches)
BCM2A Corner cut out that will affect the  
 understructure(over 150mm  
 deep)(700mm deep wall benches only) 
BCM3 U Shaped pipework cut out not  
 big enough to affect understructure  
 (up to 100mm deep)(600mm and  
 650mm deep)
BCM3A U Shaped pipework cut out not  
 big enough to affect understructure  
 (up to 150mm deep)(700mm  
 deep wall benches)

BCM4 U Shaped pipework cut out that  
 will affect the understructure (over  
 100mm deep)(600mm and  
 650mm deep)
BCM4A U Shaped pipework cut out that  
 will affect the understructure (over  
 150mm deep) (700mm deep wall  
 benches)
 
STR/T Reinforced top per 300mm

PGF Set of 4 all swivel castors 125mm  
 diameter two with brakes
PV Extra leg set to form part void
 
EUS  Extra undershelf per 300mm

SDT Small drip tray inserted (for water  
 boiler) up to 250mm x 150mm
LDT Large drip tray inserted (for water  
 boilers) up to 900mm x 150mm
DTD Drip tray drain c/w drain cock
 
WJ Welded joint
WJS Mechanical butt joint

Gastronorm Drawer 
with Stainless Steel 
pan and lock

Gastronorm Drawer 
with Polypropylene 
pan and lock

Drawer with lift out 4 
section Cutlery Box  
and lock

Gastronorm Drawer Units can be fitted as single drawers or in banks of 2, 3, or 4. Banks 
can be tailored to accommodate any combination of fitments and can be positioned to 
the left, right or centrally on the supporting unit. Locks can be fitted to any number of the 
drawers. Please contact your sales representitive to discuss your bespoke requirements.

Gastronorm Drawer shown  
in a bank of 4 with lockable 
top two drawers 

Castors 
Units can be ordered 
with125mm dia. all swivel 
castors, 2 with brakes

Light duty drawer
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MODEL

Weight kg

Length mm  

Depth mm 

Height mm 

MODEL

Weight kg

Length mm  

Depth mm 

Height mm 

MODEL

Weight kg

Length mm  

Depth mm 

Height mm 

SWB/SCT66

13

600 
600 
850

SWB/SCT765

16

700 
650 
850

SWB/SCT77

18

700 
700 
850

SWB/SCT96

19

900 
600 
850

SWB/SCT965

21

900 
650 
850

SWB/SCT97

23

900 
700 
850

SWB/SCT126

25

1200 
600 
850

SWB/SCT1265

28

1200 
650 
850

SWB/SCT127

31

1200 
700 
850

SWB/SCT156

33

1500 
600 
850

SWB/SCT1565

36

1500 
650 
850

SWB/SCT157

39

1500 
700 
850

SWB/SCT186

40

1800 
600 
850

SWB/SCT1865

43

1800 
650 
850

SWB/SCT187

46

1800 
700 
850

SWB/SCT216

46

2100 
600 
850

SWB/SCT2165

50

2100 
650 
850

SWB/SCT217

54

2100 
700 
850

SWB/SCT246

53

2400 
600 
850

SWB/SCT2465

58

2400 
650 
850

SWB/SCT247

62

2400 
700 
850

Accessories
Gastronorm drawer units are manufactured from stainless steel and supplied with a gastronorm 1/1 size stainless steel or  
polyproylene lift out pan. Light duty drawer units are all stainless steel. Price shown in pricelist includes fitting to the unit.   

GDS1 Gastronorm drawer (fitted)  
 complete with lift out stainless   
 steel pan. (For banks of 2,3, or  
 4 drawers add the appropriate   
 number to the code i.e GDS4)
 
GDP1 Gastronorm drawer (fitted) 
 complete with lift out polypropylene  
 pan. (For banks of 2,3, or 4 drawers  
 add the appropriate number to the  
 code i.e GDP4)

GDC1 Gastronorm drawer (fitted) 
 complete with adaptor and lift out  
 grey plastic 4 section cutlery box.   
 (For banks of 2,3, or 4 drawers add  
 the appropriate number to the   
 code i.e GDP4)

DRL Drawer Lock for Gastronorm   
 drawer range.
 
LDD Light duty drawer (fitted)

BRL Bank of runners left
BRR Bank of runners right
BRC Bank of runners centre
 
EU/P Extra upstand left or right  
 No extra cost.

Step/E Drop section to top-to one end 
 left or right 
Step/M Drop section to top-to the middle
 
BCC Corner mitre/chamfer

BCM1 Corner cut out not big enough  
 to affect understructure (up to  
 100mm deep)(600mm and 650  
 deep wall benches)
BCM1A Corner cut out not big enough  
 to affect understructure(up to  
 150mm deep)(700mm deep wall  
 benches only) 

BCM2 Corner cut out that will affect the  
 understructure(over 100mm  
 deep)(600mm and 650mm deep  
 wall benches)
BCM2A Corner cut out that will affect the  
 understructure(over 150mm  
 deep)(700mm deep wall benches only) 
BCM3 U Shaped pipework cut out not  
 big enough to affect understructure  
 (up to 100mm deep)(600mm and  
 650mm deep)
BCM3A U Shaped pipework cut out not  
 big enough to affect understructure  
 (up to 150mm deep)(700mm  
 deep wall benches)

BCM4 U Shaped pipework cut out that  
 will affect the understructure (over  
 100mm deep)(600mm and  
 650mm deep)
BCM4A U Shaped pipework cut out that  
 will affect the understructure (over  
 150mm deep) (700mm deep wall  
 benches)
 
STR/T Reinforced top per 300mm

PGF Set of 4 all swivel castors 125mm  
 diameter two with brakes
PV Extra leg set to form part void
 
EUS  Extra undershelf per 300mm

SDT Small drip tray inserted (for water  
 boiler) up to 250mm x 150mm
LDT Large drip tray inserted (for water  
 boilers) up to 900mm x 150mm
DTD Drip tray drain c/w drain cock
 
WJ Welded joint
WJS Mechanical butt joint

Gastronorm Drawer 
with Stainless Steel 
pan and lock

Gastronorm Drawer 
with Polypropylene 
pan and lock

Drawer with lift out 4 
section Cutlery Box  
and lock

Gastronorm Drawer Units can be fitted as single drawers or in banks of 2, 3, or 4. Banks 
can be tailored to accommodate any combination of fitments and can be positioned to 
the left, right or centrally on the supporting unit. Locks can be fitted to any number of the 
drawers. Please contact your sales representitive to discuss your bespoke requirements.

Gastronorm Drawer shown  
in a bank of 4 with lockable 
top two drawers 

Castors 
Units can be ordered 
with125mm dia. all swivel 
castors, 2 with brakes

Light duty drawer
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State of the art design

leading edge of design for bespoke countering and food service areas.

Experienced designers with flare and vision are able to work closely with 
clients to fulfil their requirements, suggesting innovative ways of using 
the latest materials coupled with clever use of space to create dynamic 
conditions.

designers ideas to be communicated clearly with accurate dimension, 
colour and texture reproduction and the ability for clients to ‘walk through’ 
virtual environments for a true experience.

Bespoke Fabrication 

In addition to our ‘off the shelf’ range of products, Versigen is at the 

Versigen has invested in state of the art technology that enables the 
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